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Chapter 1

03dcfb68-0

1.1 EDUCATIONS
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This section are mainly for Kids but dont let that put you off!
as there are many useful & interesting programe (even for adult)
so check it out..

_______________________________________________________________________
(==========/ CLICK ON UNPACK BUTTON TO EXTRACT DISK TO DF0: /==========)
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯

E001 KIDS PAINT UNPACK
Excellent paint prog. Very easy to use just like a simple version of
Deluxe paint

E002 COLOUR IT UNPACK
Very Simple paint program all the children do is colour in the pre-
drawn pictures by select the colour and point at the part he or she
wish fill in. Brilliant

E003 TREASURE SEARCH UNPACK
Find The treasure and avoid the pirate Very easy but addicted to play
lot of colour graphic and speech.
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E004 LEARN & PLAY I (I & II) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
E004 and E005 contained lot of prog special design to help with math
ect and education game simple colour prog. as review in computer
magazined excellent.

E006 SPANISH TRANSLATOR UNPACK
Will translated English to Spanish or Spanish to English.

E007 EDUCATION GRAPHICS UNPACK
This Disk contained lot of clip-art on the with color cycle (mean
the current flow ect.)

E008 MR MEN UNPACK
Very good book like story where it tell story of the MR MEN
adventure. This disk contained three story of MR Worry, MR Mischieft
and MR Nonsense. Each story contained lot of Picture

E009 Astromy UNPACK
Same as E019 but this time the subject is on astromy, Lot of picture
of the solar system . Same as E019 I Find it better than read a book.

E010 SIMON & SPACE MATHS UNPACK
This disk contained wo Education Programe. SPACE MATHS-- Get the sums
correct and you can shoot the space ship for bonus point. SIMON --
Exactly the same as the Simon toy where you have to remember the
colour sequence.

-------------------------------------------------------------------
This set of disk being review in magazines and achieve very good result.
Great collection of programe compilated on six disk. Please order in a set
as some disk require disk 1 to run fully.

E011 EDUCATION SET DISK 1 UNPACK
E012 EDUCATION SET DISK 2 UNPACK
E013 EDUCATION SET DISK 3 UNPACK
E014 EDUCATION SET DISK 4 UNPACK
E015 EDUCATION SET DISK 5 UNPACK
E016 EDUCATION SET DISK 6 UNPACK

-------------------------------------------------------------------

E019 DINOSAURS UNPACK
Brillant book like programe that explained all about the DINOSAURS
history , How they survive and the theory how they became extint ect.
lot of very hight quality colour picture

E020 WORLD DATABASE UNPACK
This Excellent will draw map of the world at any magnification
(Globe or flat) with lot of feature.

E021 STORY LAND II UNPACK
Good interact puzzel game with 4 world to visit and solve ect.

E022 LANGUAGE TUTOR UNPACK
Ever want to learn a new language ?. SPANISH. GERMAN. FRENCH.
and ITALIAN
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E023 TALKING COLOURING BOOK UNPACK
Very good Art/Paint packages that talks.

E024 EASY SPELL II UNPACK
Another good Spell prog. Help the children improve on the spelling

E025 SCRABBLE UNPACK
Very good board game that will help to improve the child vocabury

E026 WORDS UNPACK
If you play word puzzle then this program is your life saver.
eg some words game require you to make as many word as you can out of
the original words.

E027 OSWALD UNPACK
Very colourful large cartoon game. kid will love it.

E028 ARIOCHS ASTROLOGY UNPACK
Astrology type prog

E030 EVOLUTION UNPACK
Good prog that simulate the insect evolution. Plus other great
education program eg Worm, Calc, cloud generator

E031 IQ TEST IQ GAMES pack 1 (all age) UNPACK
Great disk to test your IQ. also include IQ Tester, Quiz creator,
Adventure games, Basic help ect.

E033 KEYCLICK II UNPACK
Nice programe specially to improve your typing skill.

E035 CHESS HELPER UNPACK
Good programe specialy for anyone wish to improve their chess skill.

E036 BASIC TUDOR UNPACK
Dont under stand how to write program/games in basic then get this.

E038 AMIGA TUTORIAL UNPACK
7 PART THAT TEACH YOU HOW TO USE THE AMIGA & FUNCTION

E039 COMPUTER CARE UNPACK

E040 GUIDE TO LOWER BACK PAIN UNPACK
Brillant tutorial & full graphic on the spine & how to avoid back
pain very usefull

E041 KID ALPHABET UNPACK
display all 26 letter of the alphabet, EG big letter A with a pic of
an APPLE next to it, good for kid just learn to read

E042 FRACTION & SILOUEST UNPACK
TWO Education program on one disk, FRACTION is a math program
and silouset is a simple shape reconigtion, very good collection.

E043 math-master UNPACK
Brillant collect of math relative program special design to help
with kid math
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E044 STEAM ENGINE V2 UNPACK
Brillant cut away animation of how the steam engine work. Ideal tool
to teach or want to learn how an engine work. for good messure their
you can even adjust the speed ect. well recomend not just for kid I
also find it very interesting. Get it you wont regret

E045 PETROL ENGINE UNPACK
Want to know how a PETROL engine work then get this cut away anim
of an cumbustion engin.

E046 GAS TURBINE ENGINE UNPACK
Same as above but with Gas Turbine Engine

E047 STIRLING ENGINE UNPACK
More stunning Engine animaton as with above very well document &
stunning cut away full animation of the engine. recommend.

E050 DREAM FOR ANGELS UNPACK
Explain what the meaning of dream

E051 INVISIBLE WORLD UNPACK
SPECIAL three part

1) INVISIBLE WORLD....SHOW 1500X MAGNIFICATION OF BUG
2) FROZEN IN TIME ...SHOWOBJECTS EG BULLET SHOOT CUT THROUGHT A CARD
3) SMALL WORLD ...EG. SALT X50 MAG LOOK LIKE BRICK ECT

WELL RECOMMEND YOU GET THIS DISK

E052 FISH TANK SIM UNPACK
full digitized animation of aquraim fish & full explain of each fish
natural requirement. also let you simulate a fish tank be carefull
dont mixed large & small fish togethe or you will find the little
fish

E054 DEMOLITION MISSION UNPACK
Very simple game for kid, destroy building by droping bomb on them

E055 WORD POWER UNPACK
Excellent program that enable you to solve crossword puzzle make
anagram or spell check you or your child spelling. well recomend

E056 WORM HOLE UNPACK
Very simple game ideal for children. you control a worm you must eat
all food ramdomly put on screen. but every time you eat the worm get
longer. very addicted to play.

E057 APPLE CATCHER UNPACK
Excellent graphic easy to play just catch falling apple watch out
dont miss to may or it game over. excellent

E058 CROSS MAZE & CRYPTOKING UNPACK
Two very good word type game for kid. Crossmaze is like scrabble &
cryptoking is a (puzzle/inteligent tester) message decoder
very easy to use excellent.
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E059 VERB QUIZ UNPACK
Ideal for testing you or your child the word & it related

E061 KING JAMES BIBLE (4disks)
UNPACK A B C D
A complete bible on 4 disk full menues driven. great value get it and
think someone spent weeks typing all this in.

E066 TARROT A (2disk) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
tell about your star sign & what person type are you (ok for bit of
fun specially when you have some friend around) recommend

E068 GALLOW UNPACK
Fancy a game of hang man ? kid

E070 MATH DRILLS UNPACK
Excellent math program with large number diskplay ideal for the kid
to learn (or improve) on addiction, subtract, multivision & division

E071 ERROR INFO - dos error code UNPACK
If you having problem understand the error number then get this disk
it will tell you the why the error/ what cause and suggest a
solution.

E073 PICTURE & LETTER UNPACK
Load of relate pic and letter Ideal for any child just begin to learn
how to read. this program will talk to guide your child what to do .

E074 AMIGA BEGINER GUIDE UNPACK
Ideal for all new amiga owner who whish to learn more about their
amiga function.

E075 WORLD-WAR 2 hyperbook UNPACK
Brillant disk base book about the 2nd WORLD WAR with load of map/pic

These four disk set are pack with special compile those who studies
science, physic,ect
E076 SCIENCE disk 1 UNPACK

INCLUDE ORBIT, AMIGAZER, PLANET, STARPROBE, C.M & PLANET POS
E077 SCIENCE disk 2 UNPACK

INCLUDE GRAVITY SIMUTOR, SCIENCE DEMO, STARCHART, GRAVITY WELL ECT
E078 SCIENCE disk 3 UNPACK

contain..CYCLOIDS, AIRFOIL,B.S.PLINES, WAVEMAKER ECT
E079 SCIENCE disk 4 UNPACK

for physic & chemistry include MOLECULE 3D, ELEMENTS,AND
CHEMESTHETICS

E080 KIDPRIX UNPACK
new paint package specially design for children

Four more disk pack with brillant ASTROMY & relate programe.
E081 ASTROMY DISK 1 UNPACK
E082 ASTROMY DISK 2 UNPACK
E083 ASTROMY DISK 3 UNPACK
E084 ASTROMY DISK 4 UNPACK

E085 NODDY PLAYTIME demo UNPACK
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Painting --- very simple to use you can draw or fill in color
Games --- similar to jigsaw puzzle but design for kid

E090 D.T.P FOR KID UNPACK

E092 SING A RYHMES UNPACK
E094 HIGH WAY CODE TUTOR UNPACK

question on highway code. really useful as well as an education aid
on read safety

E096 READ & LEARN (2 Disk) unpack DISK A DISK B
Excellent THREE LITTLE PIGGY Story with speech & graphic. recommend
large collection of games & education all fully menue driven highly
recommend.

E097 BACK TO SKOOL 1 UNPACK
compilation of education games & learning aid

E098 BACK TO SKOOL 2 UNPACK
compilation of education games & learning aid

E099 BACK TO SKOOL 3 UNPACK
compilation of education games & learning aid

E100 LITTLE TRAVELER UNPACK
Imfomation on world wide place & how to travel ect. highly recommend

E101 WORLD GEOGRAPHY UNPACK
Detail map of the world & Britain with text.

E103 DISCOVERY OF THE ATOM. (2 Disk) UNPACK DISK A DISK B

E104 DESK TOP GUIDE TO MUSIC (3disk) UNPACK DISK A DISK B DISK C
Massive guide to making music, will teach you all you need to know
recommend.

E107 TRUMPTY FIREWORK ALPHABET UNPACK
Very entertening way to teach your child the ALPHABET, full animated
character. excellent

E109 MR MEN OLYMPIC (2 disk) UNPACK DISK A DISK B

E110 CULT TV DATABASE (2DISK) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
Give infomation on the early Tv series include, THE PRISONER, THE
SAINT, THUNDERBIRD, U.N.C.L.E &THE PERSUADERS

E115 ELETRONIC WORLDS (3DISK) UNPACK DISK A DISK B DISK C
new version of the King Jame Bible now come on 3 disk see E61 for
more detail

E116 HOW THE EARTH BEGAN UNPACK
Excellent guide to the theory of how the BIG BANG explode and create
all the star & galaxy

E117 PAINT BOX DEMO UNPACK
similar to E01 KID paints but better, same you cant save the picture
on this version. I pefer KID PAINTS

E118 WORKBENCH 2 Tutorial UNPACK
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Teach all you want to know about the Workbench 2 Better than the
Commodore Manual

E119 DINO WAR UNPACK
Quiz on dinosaurs answer by pressing F1 -F3

E120 JUNIOR MATHS UNPACK
Great learning aid for teach kid on the math subjects. This programe
is very user friendly & using large graphic. RECOMMEND

E121 PICTURE PUZZLE UNPACK
Fancy a game of JIGSAW. this is an excellent jigsaw type program
with load of picture to piece together also it possible to create
your own puzzle. excellent

E122 WORD FACTORY UNPACK
Brillant, Spelling the correct word choosen by the computer then you
can play a short games. excellent graphic & sound , very well
present. This is one disk kids will love

E123 KID DISK 1 UNPACK
Brillant colection of education of program include COLOUR THE ALPHABET 2
Paint program & Switch to binary. ect

E124 KID DISK 2 QUALITY UNPACK
MATHS MAZE, BEAT SHEET(music making for kid), SHAPE SORTERECT recommed.

E125 JURASSIC PARK UNPACK
More dino-mania

E126 CHILDREN SONG 2 UNPACK
contain 5 excellent children song include POLLY THE KETTLE, PIGGY
WIGGY,WEE, GOOSEY GANDER, I SAW A SHIP SAIL ECT.

E127 MING SHU UNPACK

E128 ASTRO 22 PRO. V3 UNPACK
The latest astrology program, accurate calculate the position of
planet, eclipe, zodiac position ect. Recommend

E129 KID DISK 3 (DTP) UNPACK
Drawing program for kid (follow up Kid disk 1 & 2)

E130 FRENCH VERD TESTER UNPACK
should help you with french.

E131 CULT TV DATA BASE II (2 DISK) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
LOAD of info on the early TV series eg THUNDER BIRD, SAINT ECT.

E132 PHOTOGRAPHY THE DARK ROOM Pt1 UNPACK
Step by step explain how to remove the film from the camera &
delevolpe it. very interesting

E142 KID DISK 5 UNPACK
More excellent education programe
E143 KID DISK 6 UNPACK
Even more education programe: note all the programe on the Kid disk
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collection are complete different to other compilation. *RECOMMEND vol 1-6

E148 CHESS & TUTOR UNPACK
teach you how to play chess.

E150 INTERNET-superhigway UNPACK
Super highway are to stay this disk will explain how to connect your amiga
& what hardware are require. ect
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